Live-Action Team Adventures
Your Team's Survival Depends on Teamwork.

Program Overview
Are you looking for a unique way to increase employee
engagement and retention?
Live-Action Team Adventures Kits brings enthusiasm and
teamwork to your doorstep. Available as a fully-hosted, or
remote-hosted event, your team will receive a kit to start
their investigation... and survival.

Can your team survive the ghosts of Ghastly Manor?
Survive an escape from Mars?

Specifications
Group Size

10-600

Time Needed
2-3 hours
Space Requirement

One large room or multiple rooms, and table space per team.
Each kit includes materials for 4 teams of (3 - 5).

Ideal For
• Boost bonding, unity, and trust through the power of play.

• Players must rely on info from others to make decisions
that personally affect them.
• Team members will need to “step up” at various points and
make key decisions that affect the whole group.
• Clues like items and documents need different perspectives
to find connections.

Our Live-Action Team Adventure Series has been
designed to immerse your team in a variety of unique,
and fun investigative scenarios. We’ll put your team’s
problem-solving skills to the test cracking codes,
discovering clues, uncovering hidden stories, and more!
Choose between Ghastly Manor, or Space Madness, both
designed to be fun, engaging, and promotes bonding with
teammates over a challenge they accomplished together.
Focusing on specifically on developing and targeting team
weak points like communication, trust, leadership, and
other teamwork traits, you get the best of both worlds.
Bring your Team on a Dynamic, Fun, & Immersive
Team Building Adventure!

Feedback

“Live-Action Team Adventures help employees
flex their creative muscle while at the same time
build a deep bond between team members.”
– Snack Nation

Tailoring

Our Live-Action Team Adventures can be shipped anywhere in the world and are perfect for large and small groups. We
offer two different packages.
Hosted version - we provide a host who coordinates the event on-site at the location of your choice.
Remote version - we provide a host that will join you virtually through Zoom, or another platform of your choice.
If you do not need a host, please visit our DIY Live-Action Team Adventures page.
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